Germanic
Languages and Literatures
2022 DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Raina Rindani
(German, Biology)
the DIETER CUNZ AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SENIOR

Gwen Stamper
(German, Forestry Fisheries & Wildlife)
Wolfgang Fleischhauer Award

Harrison Thow
(German, Biochemistry)
The Ilsedore Edse Study Abroad Scholarship

Amita Kharabe
(German, Microbiology)
Undergraduate PROJECT AWARD – GERMAN

Lisa Vogeler
(German, Psychology)
Undergraduate Project Award – ENGLISH

Ann-Sophie Roehm
( ABD )
Graduate Service Award
2022-23 Max Kade Dissertation Fellow

A resounding thank you to the organizers of the 14th annual GGSA Conference!
Ann-Sophie Roehm, Caleb Davis, Jorge Clavo Abbass, and Josh Kramer
CONGRATULATIONS to our 2021-22 graduates!
Wir wünschen Euch für die Zukunft viel Glück!

German Majors!

**AU 21**
- Drew Kosir | Mechanical Engineering / Global Option in Engineering
- Robert Pacenta | German / Law

**SP 22**
- Alex Corpuz | German / Medieval & Renaissance Studies
- Amita Kharabe | German / Microbiology
- Kazdan Miller | German / International Studies
- Raina Rindani | German / Biology
- Kyle Stock | German / Economics
- Grace Vannatta | German / Landscape Architecture

German Minors!

**SU 21**
- Bernie Melus

**AU 21**
- Lilli Daniels
- Cambray O’Brien
- Michala Stewart
- Sam Teare

**SP 22**
- Daniel Adamson
- Lena Bercz
- Dani Blumenfeld
- Isabella Borrero
- Mingqi Cai
- Ellyse Castro
- Chris Cortese
- Hannah Corwin
- Elizabeth Crump
- Amber Doty
- Sal Hargis
- Javi He
- Lindsey Heben
- Alex Herridge
- SP 22 (continued)
  - Amos Jiang
  - Mackensey Kenner-Aspery
  - Megan McConaughey
  - Noah Miller
  - Amy Muhlenkamp
  - Emily Needham
  - Claire Oberst
  - Zachary Osborn
  - Zane Patterson
  - Franklin Potiker
  - Cody Radiroyevitch
  - James Rogers
  - Michael Ruch
  - Luca Schmitt
  - Mike Scheonleb
  - Emily Schneider
  - Matthew Schwamberger
  - Emily Shepherd
  - Daniel Smith
  - Vanessa Stoeckhert
  - Josh Turner
  - Griffin Young
  - Lina Zarnitsa
Undergraduate External Awards & Achievements!

Fulbright ETA Winner
Amy Muhlenkamp (Science & Mathematics Education, German minor)

Scholarships and Fellowships!

The Jutta and Peter Neckermann Study Abroad Scholarship
Harrison Thow (German, Biochemistry)

Wolfe Study Abroad Scholarship
Casey Madison (Biology, German minor)

CBYX Young Professional Program
Sal Hargis (Industrial and Systems Engineering / German minor)

Graduate External Awards & Achievements!

Felice M. Grad Scholarship Award for Summer Research

$1,250 Ann-Sophie Roehm
$1,250 Fabia Weisser

Arts and Humanities Graduate Research Small Grant

$500 Fabia Weisser

CGS President
Jorge Clavo Abbass will serve a 1 year term beginning this summer